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ABSTRACT 

This master’s thesis is conducted as a conclusion of Master degree of Science in Production 

Engineering and Management at The Royal Institute of Technology. The focus of this thesis 

work is to implement a Capacity planning agent.  

Nowadays, companies need to adapt themselves to be as responsive to customers’ demand 

as possible. However, the responsiveness is usually limited by the fixed capacity of the 

production. Evolvable Production System (EPS), motivated by the limitation mentioned 

above, enables more flexibility in adjusting the capacity of production system with its 

reconfiguration ability. With EPS, modules can be dynamically added or removed from the 

system fostering a stepwise investment. 

Demand Responsive Planning (DRP) is a planning framework that utilizes the 

reconfigurability of EPS. With DRP, capacity planning of a production system is done after 

the demand from customer is realized. This new concept is called “Invest to order”. In order 

to see how capacity planning of DRP performs in different circumstances, this thesis 

attempts to implement the Capacity Planning Agent (CPA) with the main responsibility of 

dynamic evaluating, planning and adjusting the capital of production system according to 

customer demand. 

After the implementation of CPA is finished, in order to test the performance of CPA, the 

Customer Demand Simulation Agent (CDSA) is also implemented. Several tests with 

satisfactory results are achieved which have proved the validity of CPA to some extent.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In the 20th century, the production was focused on mass production. In mass production, 

the goal is to produce as many products of the same kind as possible. However, nowadays, 

the market has changed. Customers prefer to have their products customized to their needs 

(Silveira et al, 2001). As a result, to fulfill customers’ needs, companies are obligated to 

customize their products in accordance to customers’ preferences as much as possible. In 

addition, companies need to be able to adjust their production capability according to the 

fluctuating demand from customers (Camerer, 2002).  

This requires having production systems which have high reconfiguration abilities. Evolvable 

Production System (EPS) was introduced in 2002 as a new paradigm to overcome this 

problem (Onori et al., 2011) has now a working prototype in KTH and a pre-industrial 

prototype in MASMEC Bari. Thanks to mechatronic components and multi agent based 

distributed control architecture EPS can now achieve very short reconfiguration times. It 

implies that when the product requirements change, the system is easily reconfigured 

through the plug and unplug of required modules. Communication and re-configuring effort 

which is required every time new product needs are introduced are handled by intelligent 

modules which have their own processing power and autonomy.  This allows minimizing or 

even eliminating setup time between different product and production requirements. 

Looking at the problem of having many varieties of products with short life cycles from 

planning perspective, one can recognize that planning systems suffer from inabilities of 

production systems. That is to say, planning and scheduling systems have to take into 

account many parameters in order to optimize some time or cost objectives. Among these 

parameters, setup time plays the essential role as being the main cause for the batch 

production. The main cause of batch production in companies is to minimize the number of 

setups in order to utilize resources in a better way. Abilities of an evolvable production 

system can handle setup time problem owing to its mechatronic and control architecture. 

Having eliminated and/or minimized setup times releases several advantages and 

opportunities for a however production planning strategies have to be relevant with these 
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characteristics. Traditional planning applications target to optimize the use of resources by 

estimating long term demands and then converting it to production plans. As stressed 

before, product life cycles, characteristics and demanded amounts are not possible to be 

anticipated for long terms. That’s why the characteristics of evolvable production system 

have to be complemented with relevant planning framework. This framework is developed 

and introduced in 2011 (Akillioglu, 2011) called Demand Responsive Planning (DRP). 

 

1.2 Thesis Scope 

Demand Responsive Planning (DRP) is reference architecture for Evolvable Production 

System (EPS) which targets to systemize the planning activities by linking and synchronizing 

them with a feasible structure to a fully reconfigurable production system. The problems 

caused by frequently changing product requirements are targeted to overcome through 

DRP framework. DRP consists of three main planning activities such as, process planning, 

material planning and capacity planning. As shown in Figure 1- 1, this thesis handles the 

capacity planning part of demand responsive planning concept. That is to say, in order to 

respond to changing capacity requirements, a capacity planning agent is developed and 

implemented which is compliant with both DRP and EPS characteristics. 

 

Figure 1- 1 Scope of thesis 

 

1.3 Outline of Thesis Work 
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Other 
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A reference multi-agent architecture for Evolvable Production System is being developed 

under the European project called IDEAS, Instantly Deployable Evolvable Assemble Systems. 

Control architecture of this project is based on agent based distributed control. For this 

purpose an agent development environment is developed by project partners which is 

called IADE, Ideas Agent Development Environment.  IADE is developed by using JADE, 

which means Java Agent Development Framework. Given these abbreviations, the thesis 

outline and activity plan can be seen in the following diagram. 

 

Figure 1- 2 Thesis work planning 

As illustrated in Figure 1- 2, the thesis is divided into 3 main phases. First is to get familiar 

with IDEAS/EPS concepts, JADE, IADE and Planning Agents. The first is planned to take 

approximately 2 months. In the second phase the main thesis work has been conducted 

after the educational phase. In this phase the first task is to fix some limitation of the 

available planning agents which have been developed before. For instance, one limitation is 
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that simulation can only handle around 100 agents. Next is to model the algorithm that will 

be used for the advanced capacity planning agent. Early in this phase, some prototypes of 

the advanced planning agents need to be implemented to see how they perform in the real 

system. With the result, obtained, the modeling and algorithm can be optimized. Finally, 

after satisfactory result is achieved, the planning agents will be refined for final 

implementation and validation. In the last phase, with the results and analysis from the 

second phase, a report should be written, verified. 
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2. EVOLVABLE PRODUCTION SYSTEM – EPS 

2.1 Background 

Evolvable Production System (EPS) is a modern manufacturing paradigm. It was introduced 

due to the fact that the production life cycles become more dynamic owning to the 

unpredictable changes in the demand from customers in the market. The manufacturing 

companies have to become even more flexible not to be only producing high – quality 

products at low cost, but also allowing for rapid response to market changes and consumer 

needs. The changes in the demand caused problems in the planning system because the 

production system cannot completely adapt to new demand. The conventional sequential 

and centralized production process has the limit of the expandability and reconfiguration 

abilities in the system. The centralized system has a high possibility to be shut down by a 

single point failure which causes instability of the system. 

Therefore, the next generation production system strategies should shift to meet the rapid 

market responsiveness. Responsiveness can be explained as the speed that a manufacturing 

system can respond toward changing market and business targets in terms of quantity and 

product mix, and launch new products, product specification changes or variants (Koren and 

Shpitalni, 2010). The distributed system has been developed and considered as a promising 

paradigm for next generation manufacturing system. Requirements of the new production 

system include; (1) full incorporation of various software and hardware systems within an 

enterprise, a virtual enterprise, or across a supply chain; (2) open system architecture to 

accommodate new subsystem (software or hardware) or dismantle existing subsystem “on 

the fly”; (3) efficient and effective communication and cooperation among departments 

within an enterprise and among enterprises; (4) embodiment of human factors into 

manufacturing systems; (5) quick response to external order changes and unexpected 

disturbances from both internal and external manufacturing environments; (6) fault 

tolerance both at the system level and at the subsystem level so as to detect and recover 

from system failures and minimize their impacts on the working environment (Shen et al., 

2006).  
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The main feature of an Evolvable System in general is the capability to adapt to new 

conditions and this means, in the manufacturing environment new products, new 

technologies, new volumes (Bjelkemyr and Maffei, 2010). It is designed in such a way that it 

is highly responsive to the change in the demand by having the ability to adjust the 

capabilities of the production without the needs to reprogram the machines. The product 

requirements are achieved using concept of “Process Oriented Modularity” and realized by 

“Multi-agent Distributed Control” which are clarified below.  

 

2.2 Main Characteristic of EPS 

2.2.1 Process Oriented Modularity 

The most basic characteristic that has effect on the complexity of improving a real Evolvable 

Production System is the modular structure. Modules are represented the smallest building 

block of the process and customized according to the process characteristics (Onori and 

Barata, 2009). Process oriented modularity is a fundamental concept of EPS. For the 

production to be evolvable, a module is designed based on process instead of specific 

product. Figure 2-1 represents a process oriented modularity design which owns the 

advantage of reusability.  

In EPS, each module has its skill that can be mapped to real processes. This enables the 

ability for a module to be adaptable to new products in the future. There are 2 types of skill: 

Atomic skills and Composite skill (Barata J, 2003). Atomic skill is the basic skill for what the 

module has been assigned. It is directly associated with the manufacturing component’s 

capabilities or functionalities. On the other hand, Composite skill requires the aggregation of 

more than one skills. Considering a production system, each process consists of a series of 

requirement that relate to a various basic activities. Therefore, to achieve the process goal, 

a lot of skills have to be performed and cooperated and the variable numbers of different 

modules with the required skills are put together. 
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Figure 2- 1 Process oriented system design (Akillioglu, 2011) 

 

2.2.2 Multi – Agent Distributed Control 

Although a centralized control has the advantage of obtaining global information in one 

place, enabling global optimization, it lacks the responsive ability to handle issues of 

expanding reducing assembly system due to complication of modification. In contrast, 

distributed control system which is characterized by autonomous components is the 

solution of the hierarchical control. According to Dilts et al. (1991), the distributed control 

system has many advantages over the traditional hierarchical control. For example, the 

distributed system has shorter reaction delays (Trentesaux 2009). Also, it requires less 

reconfiguration times. This distributed control system can be realized by the multi-agent 

systems. Autonomous component refers to the component that has ability to learn and 

adapt its performance to changing environments (Noor et al. 2000). Autonomous 

components in distributed control system are cooperated to make a global decision for 

activity coordination.  

Multi – agent distributed control is becoming more and more a paradigm recognized as 

important in the context of the manufacturing world.  It is based on several reconfigurable, 
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task – specific, process – oriented elements (system modules), allowing a continuous 

evolution of the production system. The need for modular components is directly connected 

with the multi – agent paradigm for two reasons (Candico and Barata, 2007). The first 

reason is associated with modeling and abstraction. It is quite simple to make the 

connection between a module and a modular component. The second reason is associated 

with the need for plugability. If a modular system is being considered, they must be plugged 

or unplugged at wish. 

EPS adopts a multi – agent distributed control approach in order to allow dynamic 

reconfigurations and local plugability. The challenge of EPS is not only the physical set up of 

the current or new machines, but also, the reconfiguration of the new control system. A 

term “agent” refers to special software component with its own autonomy that works for 

clients in pursuit of its own agenda (Monostori et al., 2006). Monostori et al. (2006) describe 

characteristics of an agent as the following. An agent is autonomous because of its ability to 

operate without human intervention. An agent is social because it cooperates with other 

agents to obtain its goal. An agent is proactive because it is able to initiate actions to its 

environment and other agents.  The agent is also reactive because it is able to respond to 

requests from other agents. The mechatronic architecture is shown in Figure 2-2  

(Ribeiro et al., 2012).  

 The Resource Agent (RA) hosts atomic skills that mechatronic modules can operate 
and execute upon request.  

 The Coalition Leader Agent (CLA) manages different atomic skills in order to realize 
higher level processes and complex skills which are defined by the user.  

 The Transportation System Agent (TSA) abstracts components of the transportation 
system. It provides localization, transportation and positioning functionalities.  

 The Product Agent (PA) is the logic abstraction of the product. It contains work flow 
which is specific to product types and embraces sequence and dependency of the 
required processes.  

 The Yellow Pages Agent (YPA) comprises the functionalities of all deployed agents. 
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Figure 2- 2 Mechatronic multi – agent architecture (Ribeiro et al., 2012) 

2.3 AOP-JADE-IADE 

Multi-agent systems mentioned in the previous section can be implemented with the Agent-

Oriented Programming (AOP). AOP is a software paradigm that brings concepts from the 

theories of artificial intelligence into the realm of distributed systems (Bellifemine et al., 

2004). AOP has crucial properties; autonomy, proactivity, and ability to communicate that 

are suitable for the distributed systems. There are, however, some problems regarding 

domain independent issues. These problems could be solved by introducing a domain-

independent agent-oriented middleware. (Bellifemine et al., 2004). 

2.3.1 JADE 

JADE which stands for Java Agent Development framework is an agent-oriented middleware 

widely used today. JADE is a fully distributed middleware system. It is implemented on top 

of Java, as a result, programmers can benefit from the wide range of available features in 

Java (Bellifemine et al., 2004). JADE will be the development framework that this thesis will 

use to implement the Capacity Planning Agent.  

2.3.2 IDEAS Agent Development Environment, IADE 

IADE is a library of JADE-based Agents. It is designed to meet the requirement of rapid 

design and deployment of mechatronic systems (Ribeiro et al. 2012). IADE handles all the 

basic activities in the job floor including hardware and process descriptions, transportation 
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of work pieces. IADE is composed of different autonomous agents with different 

functionalities and responsibilities as shown in Figure 2- 2.  

 

Figure 2- 3 UML sequence diagram of pick and place composite skill (Akillioglu et al., 2013) 

In IADE, the communications of the running agents are done by means of exchanging 

messages. For better understanding of the interactions of different agents, an example of a 

product agent requesting pick and place composite skill is illustrated in Figure 2- 3. In the 

example, product agent will first make a request to Coalition Leader Agent or CLA, after the 

CLA agree with the requested operation, the product agent will send a request to transport 

agent to be moved to the work station assigned by CLA. After the product agent has been 

transported to the desired location, CLA will make request to Mechatronic Resource Agent 

(MRA) to complete the required operations. After all needed operations are done, CLA will 

inform the product agent.  
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3. DEMAND RESPONSIVE PLANNING - DRP 

Demand Responsive Planning or DRP is composed of 3 main tasks including process 

planning, material planning and capacity planning. This section will, however, focus mainly 

on capacity planning which is the scope of this thesis.  

3.1 General Characteristics  

Due to the fact that the demand from the customer is very unpredictable, there have been 

various studies and attempts to tackle problems arising from the uncertainty of demands. 

Most companies are trying to be as responsive to fluctuating demands as possible. There are 

various concepts about the production planning. The widely used ones will be explained and 

compared with the new production planning framework, DRP.  

Manufacture to stock 

This method is long been used in the production system. In this concept, companies need to 

forecast the demand from customers. The finished products are then kept in companies’ 

stock waiting for orders from customers. This method is able to respond quickly to the 

volume changes in customer demand with the cost of high inventory holding expenses and 

machinery. However demand change in product variety cannot be handled effectively.  

Assemble to Order 

This concept deploy the concept of modularity which different product variants can be 

composed by common modules. This concept is more responsive to the change in product 

varity because the available modules can be assembled to different products. However, it is 

still necessary to forecast market demand and stock product modules. 

Make to Order 

In this concept, production of goods is triggered by orders from customers. Companies only 

start producing when orders are received. This concept has the main advantage of reducing 

Work In Progress (WIP), reducing material stocking and reducing finished product stocking. 

However, companies with this concept still need to forecast the maximum demand from 
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customers as the maximum capacity of the production has to be invested before realizing 

the demand. 

 

Demand Responsive Planning- DRP 

In all concepts mentioned above, even for “Make to Order” model, there are always some 

risks of over investing in the capital. In many cases, the gap between the available capacity 

of the production and the required capacity is too large. On the other hand, if the required 

capacity is much more than the available capacity, it is a costly and time consuming process 

to increase the capacity due to the complexity in the physical set up and reconfiguration. 

The examples of conventional production system are illustrated in the Figure 3- 1. In the left 

figure, the system has enough capacity for the entire product life cycle. However, there is a 

large gap before the available resources are utilized. In the right figure, excess demand is 

compensated by the inventory gathered at the beginning of the product lifecycle. System 

capacity is designed to balance inventory and excess demand however this is an option  only 

if the product can last long and/or inventory holding is negligible. An attempt to solve the 

mentioned problems has been done through introducing the new concept of capacity 

planning which will be discussed in the following section. 

 

Figure 3- 1 Capacity planning in conventional systems (Akillioglu, 2011) 

 

3.2 Capacity Planning in Demand Responsive Planning 
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The capacity planning of DRP is able to reduce the difference between available capacity 

and required capacity by introducing the concept of “Invest to Order”. In this new concept, 

the capacity of the production is adjusted dynamically according to the demand from 

customers. As illustrated in the Figure 3- 2, the capacity of the system is adjusted 

periodically to respond to the change in the demand, where t is the interval which the 

capacity planning is done and ‘c’ is the capacity increment. 

In order to utilize the concept of dynamic capacity planning, the ability to increase the 

resources with minimum setup time is crucial. With EPS’s reconfiguration abilities, the 

dynamic capacity planning can be implemented.  

 

Figure 3- 2 Capacity planning in EPS (Akillioglu, 2011) 

3.2.1 Demand Responsive Planning Model 

Figure 3- 3 shows the big picture of the relationships and interactions between different 

entities of the DRP. Considering the diagram, the Capacity Planning Agent which 

corresponds to the Capacity Control part of the diagram will be the scope of this thesis. 

Another important entity of this diagram is WLC which is Workload Control. WLC concept is 

realized and successfully implemented by Akillioglu et al. (2013). WLC is an important part of 

DRP playing a role of controlling Work In Progress (WIP) of a shop floor. The implementation 

of WLC will be used and integrated with the implementation of Capacity Planning Agent. As 

a result, the concept and implementation of WLC will need to be thoroughly studied. In the 
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next section, the concept and implementation of WLC or Work Load Control will be 

discussed in details.  
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Figure 3- 3 DRP model (Akillioglu et al., 2013) 
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3.3 Workload Control Architecture 

3.3.1 Definition of some Technical Terms 

Shop floor 

Shop floor is a production shop floor implemented by IADE. Shop floor is a place where 

different agents interact to produce demanded product.  

Skill 

As mentioned in EPS section, EPS is process oriented system. A skill is constituent of 

processes that can be applied to a product agent.  

Work flow 

Workflow is a list of the skills that is required for a product agent to be processed. For 

example, a workflow of product X is Skill 1, Skill 2, Skill 5, which means that in order to 

produce product X, the mentioned skills need to be applied sequentially.  

Workload 

Workload is the time required for a resource agent to finish executing required skills 

requested by product agents. The workload includes the product that is being executed and 

also the product that are waiting in the queue to be serviced.  

WIP Norm 

WIP Norm or Norm is a reference level load parameter. Norm is an upper workload limit of 

resource agents. Resource agent should not have a workload more than the norm value. In 

other words, Norm is the maximum waiting time for a product agent to be processed by a 

resource agent. 

Time window L 

Time window L is a length that a simulation should run from now to L seconds in the future. 

Release period 

Release period determines how a simulation of inserting a product agent into a shop floor 

should be done. There are 2 different releasing options, periodic and consecutive. In 
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periodic option, a simulation is done periodically according to a preset period. In 

consecutive option, a new simulation can only start after the product suggested by the 

previous simulation has already been inserted in the shop floor.  

3.3.2 WLC Background 

As an important part of DRP with the role on material planning and capacity planning, WLC’s 

goal is to regulate the Work In Progress (WIP) in the shop floor by adjusting a reference 

parameter WIP load level (WIP norm) because “proper adjustment of reference level leads 

to considerable advantages in the shop floor performance”(Akillioglu et al., 2013). WIP 

norm is a parameter in Akillioglu’s workload control method which will be discussed further 

in the following section. In order to demonstrate how proper adjustment of WIP norm can 

improve the performance in the shop floor, a relationship between WIP norm and average 

throughput rate and average throughput time is shown in Figure 3- 4. 

 

Figure 3- 4 Conceptual relations of WIP norm, average throughput rate and time  
(Akillioglu et al., 2013) 

According to Figure 3- 4, if the WIP norm is changed from point 1 to point 2; average 

throughput time will increase very little. However, average throughput rate will increase 

dramatically. As a result, it can be concluded that with proper adjustment of the WIP norm, 

performance of shop floor can be improved. 
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3.3.3 Akillioglu’s workload control method 

The purpose of this method is to find which product in the waiting queue should be selected 

and inserted in the shop floor. In addition, this method also suggests which time from now 

to L, that product should be introduced. In order to achieve the purpose, PI  of different 

products are calculated at different time ( t ) from nowt  to now Lt + . The product and the time 

that yield lowest PI  will be considered as the product and the time that will contribute the 

most to the workload of the system. The method to calculate PI  for each product at 

different time is done using equation 3-1 

 ( )
now

now

t L

j r rjr
t

PI N WL t dt
+ 

= Σ −  
 
∫  (3-1) 

where jPI  represents Priority Index of job j  

 rN  represents Norm value of resource r . This is the reference 

parameter of WIP norm mentioned earlier. 

 rjWL  is the workload level of resource r with the introduction of job j  at 

time t  

 L  is the length of time window that the simulation runs. 

In order to calculate PI  for product j  at time t , first step is to plot a workload graph for 

each resource (Figure 3- 5). Workload of a resource at time ( t ) is the time (in seconds) that 

it will take to finish the current product and the product(s) that is/are waiting in the 

resource queue. The workload at the beginning of the workload graph is obtained in real 

time from the job floor. However, the workload for the rest of the time window L  is 

obtained from a simulation. Next step is to insert the product j  at time t in the simulation 

and plot the workload graph of the current products running in the shop floor along with 

the inserted product. Finally, at every second in the time window from nowt  to now Lt + ., the 

difference between norm and workload or ( )r rjN WL t−  is calculated. The values from the 

previous step are then summed up for each resource. Finally, the summations from all 

resources are added up. That is jPI . 
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Figure 3- 5 Workload graph  

Looking at Figure 3- 6, to Implement WLC discussed earlier, 3 agents are developed, Job 

Pool Agent (JPA), Shop Floor Assessment Agent (SAA) and Job Release Agent (JRA). The 

functionality of each agent will be described below. 

 

Figure 3- 6 Architecture of WLC for EPS (Akillioglu et al., 2013) 

Job Pool Agent or JPA is an agent with the responsibilities of keeping track of all information 

regarding the product types in the job pool and, orders from customers and associated 

information regarding each order such as due date.  
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Shop Floor Assessment Agent or SAA is an agent that gathers all the information from the 

shop floor. Since the Shop Floor is a collection of different agents. These agents 

communicate by means of sending and receiving messages. The SAA uses the sniffer 

capabilities provided by jade in order to sniff all the messages being exchanged within the 

MAS platform. From the messages gathered, SAA can extract the information about the 

status of current product agents and resource agents in the job floor. With the information 

extracted, SAA is able to plot the workload of the shop floor at nowt  or the beginning of the 

simulation time window in the workload graph. SAA then uses the workload information, 

status of existing product agents, resource agents in the shop floor, along with the workflow 

information of each product to simulate the workload for a resource from nowt  to now Lt +  

which is the end of the simulation time window. At this step, the simulation of the workload 

of each resource agent due to existing product agents in the shop floor should be ready.  

Next, SAA will request information about the product agents that are waiting in the job 

pool. SAA will then try inserting each product at different time from nowt  to now Lt +  to 

calculate PI  for each product agent at different time. At the end of this process, SAA is able 

to point out the product and the time to be introduced that yields the minimum PI . In 

other words, SAA knows what and when should be inserted to the shop floor that will fill up 

the gap between the workload graph and the Norm as much as possible without exceeding 

the Norm limit.  

Finally, SAA will send the information regarding the product and the time to be deployed 

into the shop floor to the Job Release Agent or JRA. In addition to the functionality 

explained above, SAA is also in charge of collecting information about the workload of each 

resource at different time, information about the time a product agent is deployed and 

information when a product agent is finished. 

JRA is an agent responsible for deploying a product and a specific time. The information 

regarding the product agent and the time to be deployed is obtained from SAA. Figure 3- 7 

is an example of the result of Akillioglu’s workload control method. It can be noticed that 

the workload of the resource is mostly controlled to be within the Norm value. 
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Figure 3- 7 Workload distribution for L = 50 secs, N = 300 

 

3.4 Improvements and modification to current implementation of Workload 

Control Architecture.  

To be able to integrate the new Capacity Planning Agent to the current WLC, the current 

implementation will need to be adjusted. There are 2 main tasks to be completed in this 

step. First is to fix existing problems in the current implementation, second is to adapt the 

current system to be able to handle multiple agents with same skill which is the 

requirement for the Capacity Planning Agent.  

3.4.1 Fix existing problems 

Limited number of agents in the platforms 

In the current implementation of WLC, the number of maximum agents running on the 

platform is approximately 100 agents. In order to obtain better result, this issue needs to be 

fixed.  

After carefully examined, it is found that the setting of the system limits the number of 

maximum agents at 100. That maximum number of agents was changed to 1,000. After 

several times of testing, the maximum the number of agents can only go up to 300 agents. 

The whole system is debugged and finally found that there is a memory problem. The 

problem is solved by increasing the “Heap Space”, a memory size that Java virtual machine 

is allowed to use to run the program. 
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Exceeding the norm of resource agents at some cases 

In the available implementation, upper workload limit is slightly exceeded at some points. 

The reason might be that the simulation runs are performed in ideal environments while 

there might be some variations in communication time. Besides it might be that, using real 

time shop floor information for every simulation maintains this deviation very limited and 

rare. 

An investigation of the current implementation has been done and found that in SAA, each 

simulation takes a few seconds to be finished. During this time, all other activities of SAA are 

suspended causing the delay in receiving real time information from the shop floor.  

A modification to the current implementation has been attempted. At the moment, all 

activities can be running in parallel without blocking one another. This modification allows 

SAA to receive more up to date information from the shop floor which results in more 

realistic simulation. 

After the modification, many tests have been run on the system. It has been found that the 

exceeding of upper workload limit is dramatically decreased. One of the results from the 

tests is plotted in the graph below. It can be seen in Figure 3- 8 that the norm value of 200 is 

not exceeded, this is; therefore, an improvement for the current implementation. 

3.4.2 Adapting the available planning agents in order to integrate to the new capacity 

planning agent.  

Current implementation of was constructed based on some assumptions that limit the 

capability to be integrated with the Capacity Planning Agent. One of the assumptions is the 

simulation of SAA cannot handle multiple agents with same skill. 

In order to integrate the Capacity Planning Agent with the current system, the simulation of 

SAA, and many other parts of the system were modified to handle multiple agents with 

same skill. 
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Figure 3- 8 Resource workload after improvement of current implementation 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF CAPACITY PLANNING AGENT 

4.1 Definition of Capacity Planning Method 

As mentioned in Demand Responsive Planning section, capacity planning of DRP should be 

able to fully utilize the advantage of EPS which is the fast reconfiguration abilities of the 

system. This reconfiguration abilities of the system allows the capacity planning to 

implement the concept “Invest to Order” by adjusting the capacity of the system or 

investing based on the demand from customers. Some technical terms are defined as 

follows: 

Interval Length (I) 

According to the graph in Figure 3- 2, interval length is time (t) that the planning agent will 

consider. The longer the time interval length is, the further in the future the capacity 

planning is considering. There are pros and cons for different settings of interval length. If 

the interval length is short, the capacity planning will adjust the capacity closer to the real 

demand. However, the number of adjustments will increase which will cost more. On the 

other hand, if the interval length is extended, the number of adjustments will decrease. 

However, it will increase the risk of excess capacity or insufficient capacity during the time 

interval.  

Estimated processing Time (EPT) 

Estimated processing time (EPT) is an estimation of the time that will take for a product 

agent to be finished with all of its required skills. Estimated processing time is calculated by 

summing up the execution time of each skill and the waiting time for each skill. The 

execution time of each skill is available in Job Pool Agent (JPA). According to the WLC 

method, the maximum waiting time should not exceed the WIP norm. As a result, it can be 

concluded that the system can use the WIP norm as a reference for the waiting time in each 

resource.  

Planned release time (PRT) 
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Planned release time (PRT) is the time that a product agent should have been released into 

the shop floor in order to be finished in time.  Planned release time is calculated using 

equation (4-1). 

 PRT DD EPT= −  (4-1) 

where PRT  represents planned release time (s) 

 DD  represents product due date (s) 

 EPT  represents estimated processing time (s) 

Main Job Pool 

Main job pool is a place where all the waiting orders from customers are stored. JPA has the 

responsibilities of maintaining main job floor.  

Job Pool 1 

Job pool 1 is a job pool which holds all orders with PRT within interval 1. Only products from 

orders in job pool 1 will be tried by SAA’s simulation. The product with lowest PI  will be 

introduced into the shop floor.  

Job Pool 2 

Job pool 2 is an auxiliary job pool which holds all orders with PRT between time interval 1 

and time interval 2. If there is not enough capacity for job pool 2 while there is excess 

capacity for job pool 1, some orders from job pool 2 will be moved to job pool 1.  

 

4.1.1 Overall concept of Capacity Planning Agent (CPA) 

As graphically shown in Figure 4- 1, Capacity Planning Agent or CPA is an agent with the 

functionalities of adjusting the capacity of the shop floor according to the demand from 

customer during the specified time interval. In order to achieve its task, CPA will request the 

information regarding all of the waiting orders, their due dates and work flow information 

from Job Pool Agent (JPA). For each order, CPA will calculate its associated planned release 

time and arrange the orders based on their planned release times. For the orders with PRT 
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in time interval 1 will be arranged to job pool 1. For the orders with PRT in time interval 2 

will be arranged to job pool 2, the rest will remain in the main job pool. 
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Figure 4- 1 Integration of Capacity Planning Agent with Workload Control 
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After all of the waiting orders are properly arranged to their corresponding job pools, CPA 

will calculate the capacity needed to finish all the orders in job pool 1 then compare it with 

the capacity currently available. If the capacity currently available is not sufficient, CPA will 

deploy more resources into the shop floor.  

In order to reduce the fluctuation in the capacity, CPA will calculate to see if currently 

available capacity is sufficient for all orders in job pool 2. If there is not enough capacity for 

the orders in job pool 2 while there is excess capacity in job pool 1, some orders from job 

pool 2 will be moved to job pool 1. After the sequencing of orders has been done, CPA will 

inform SAA to start its simulation software by taking products from job pool 1 only. 

The process of simulation and introducing new product agents into the shop floor will go on 

until the first time interval is finished. Then job pool sequencing repeats. The details of the 

implementation will be shown in details in the following section. 

 

4.1.2 Sequencing orders based on their planned released time 

First of all, all orders should be arranged to their corresponding job pools. CPA does this by 

calculating the PRT for all orders in the main job pool. The orders are then arranged in the 

job pool based on their PRT. At the end of each interval, all orders, if any, from job pool 1 

and job pool 2 will be moved back to the main job pool. The cycle will then repeat. The 

graphical illustration of the sequencing of orders is shown in Figure 4- 2.  

 

Figure 4- 2 Sequencing orders based on their planned released time 

  

 Time Interval 1 Time Interval 2 Time Interval 3 

Tnow 

Job Pool 1 Job Pool 2 Main Job Pool 
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4.1.3 Adjust the capacity of the job floor based on the orders from customers. 

4.1.3.1 Available Capacity Calculation 

After the orders are arranged to different job pools based on their planed release time, the 

capacity planning agent will then calculate the available capacity of the shop floor. The 

capacity of the job floor is calculated separately for each skill available. Equation (4-2) is 

used for the capacity calculation for each skill. 

 nC N A I= × ×  (4-2) 

where nC  is capacity of skill n  

 N  is the number of resources in the shop floor that owns skill n  

 A  is availability of resources 

 I  is interval length 

After this step, a matrix between the skills and their corresponding capacity should be ready 

as shown in Table 4- 1. 

Table 4- 1 Example of available capacity calculation 

 Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3 

number of resource( N ) 3 2 4 

interval length  ( I ) 1,000 1,000 1,000 

resource availability ( A ) 80% 80% 80% 

available capacity ( nC ) 2,400 1,600 3,200 

 

4.1.3.2 Required Capacity Calculation 

In this step, CPA will calculate the capacity needed for the orders in job pool 1 and orders in 

job pool 2. In each job pool, CPA will inspect the required capacity for each order separately 

by looking at the product each order has. CPA will then request the work flow (Information 

of what skills are needed for a product) for each product from Job Pool Agent. Then, the 

required capacity for each order will be added to the required capacity matrix. Finally, all 

individual capacity requirements are summed up as total required capacity. A required 

capacity in a skill for an order is calculated by the following equation: 
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 nR N E= ×  (4-3) 

where nR  is required capacity of skill n  

 N  is number of product in an order 

 E  is execution time for skill n  

An example of required capacity is shown in Table 4- 2. In this example, there are 3 skills 

needed for all of the products in the job pool. The execution time of skill 1 is 10 seconds, 

skill 2 is 50 seconds and skill 3 is 30 seconds. There are 3 waiting orders in job pool 1. The 

workflow of Product X is skill 1 and skill 3, Product Y is skill 2 and skill 3, Product Z is skill 1 

and skill 3. 

Table 4- 2 Example of required capacity calculation 

   Execution time for each skill Total required capacity 

Order Product 

Number of 

product 

Skill 1  

(10 sec) 

Skill 2  

(50 sec) 

Skill 3  

(30 sec) Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3 

O1 Product X 20 10 0 30 200 0 600 

O2 Product Y 50 0 50 30 0 2,500 1,500 

O3 Product Z 30 10 0 30 300 0 900 

…   

       …   

       Total required capacity 500 2,500 3,000 

 

4.1.3.3 Comparing the available capacity and the required capacity 

After the available capacity, refer to Table 4- 1, and required capacity ( nR ) have been 

calculated, CPA will calculate the difference between them skill by skill. The calculation is 

based on the equation (4-4). 

Using the example from Table 4- 1 and Table 4- 2, the difference in capacity ( diffC ) is shown 

in Table 4- 3. If the diffC  of a skill is positive, that skill has enough capacity. On the other 

hand, if diffC  of a skill is negative, that skill does not have sufficient capacity. In both cases, 

the capacity of each skill needs to be adjusted to be as close to zero as possible. In other 
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words, the capacity of the shop floor needs to be as close to the required capacity as 

possible. 

 diff a rC C C= −  (4-4) 

where diffC  is difference in capacity 

 aC  is available capacity 

 rC  is required capacity 

Table 4- 3 Difference in capacity 

 

 

4.1.3.4 Adjusting the capacity of the shop floor.  

Before any capacity adjustments take place. Balancing of the capacity between job pool 1 

and job pool 2 is done in the following scenario. If the differences in capacity ( diffC ) for all 

skills of job pool 1 is positive, meaning job pool 1 has excess capacity and the diffC  for some 

skills in job pool 2 is negative, meaning job pool 2 has insufficient capacity, some orders 

from job pool 2 will be moved to job pool 1. The details of the order transfer will be 

discussed further in the next section.  

After the transfer of orders, if any, is finished, a capacity for each skill needs to be adjusted 

to be as close to its corresponding required capacity as possible. There are 2 types of 

adjustments, one is for the skills with excess capacity and the other is for the skills with 

insufficient capacity. For the skills with excess capacity ( diffC  is positive), number of 

resource skill n  that needs to be removed from the shop floor ( nNR ) can be calculated 

using equation (4-5). In contrast, for the skill with insufficient capacity, the number of 

  Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3 

Available capacity ( aC ) 2,400 1,600 3,200 

Required Capacity ( rC ) 5,00 2,500 3,000 

Difference in Capacity ( diffC ) 1,900 -900 200 
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resource of skill n  that should be added to the shop floor ( nNA ) can be calculated using 

equation (4-6). An example of the calculation is shown in Table 4- 4. 

 

 diff
n

C
NR

I A
 

=  × 
 (4-5) 

 diff
n

C
NA

I A
 

=  × 
 (4-6) 

Table 4- 4 Example of the number of resources that should be adjusted 

  Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3 

Available capacity ( aC ) 2,400 1,600 3,200 

Required Capacity ( rC ) 500 2,500 3,000 

Difference in Capacity ( diffC ) 1,900 -900 200 

Number of resource to add or remove ( nNA / nNR ) -2 2 0 

 

According to the calculation in Table 4- 4, CPA will suggest that 2 of resources with skill 1 

should be removed, 2 of resources with skill 2 should be added to the shop floor. After the 

calculation of the number of resources to add or remove is finished, CPA will send a 

message asking to remove or add resource to a module repository. The module repository 

will then add or remove resources in the shop floor according to the received messages 

from CPA. After the adjustment of capacity is finished, CPA will send a message to SAA to 

start taking product agents from orders in job pool1 to its simulation software and finally 

introduced to the shop floor.  

4.1.3.5 Moving orders from job pool 2 to job pool 1 

In some cases, if job pool 2 does not have enough capacity while job pool 1 has excess 

capacity, some orders should be moved to job pool 1 to balance the workload between 

those job pools. The decision making of the order transfer is illustrated in Figure 4- 3. 
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Figure 4- 3 Decision tree of order transfer from Job pool 2 to Job pool 1 

Referring to the decision tree in Figure 4- 3, decision box no.1, CPA will calculate the 

difference in capacity ( ) in job pool 2 with the same method as demonstrated in section 

4.1.3.3. If  of job pool 2 is negative which implies that the available capacity is 
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insufficient in some of its skill, it will move to the decision box no.2. Otherwise, the order 

transfer is ended. In the decision box no.2, CPA will calculate to see if diffC  of job pool 1 is all 

positive meaning it has enough or excess capacity. If diffC  of all skills are all positive, the 

decision making will move further down to decision box no.3. In decision box no.3, CPA will 

simulate the transfer of one of the product agents from job pool 2 to job pool 1. CPA will 

then calculate diffC  of job pool 1 again. If diffC  in all skills in job pool 1 are still positive, the 

transfer is possible. The CPA will move the simulated product to job pool 1. The decision 

making will then move back to decision box no.1. On the other hand, if the product 

simulated causes diffC  of some skills in job pool 1 to be negative, the transfer is not 

possible. That product cannot be moved, and will be marked as a dead product, meaning 

the product will no longer be tried and moved anymore. The decision making will then move 

to decision box no.4. In decision box no.4, if all product agents in job pool 2 are marked 

dead, the transfer process is ended. Otherwise, the decision making will move back to box 

no.1. In the second run of the decision, the same process will repeat, except the product 

agent that will be simulated in decision box no.3 will be changed every time.  

 

4.2 Simulation of customer demand  

In order to see how CPA performs in different customer demands, an agent that simulates 

different customer demand was created. This Customer Demand Simulation Agent (CDSA) 

has the function of placing orders of different available products to JPA.  

For each order to be simulated, there are 2 properties, insertion time and due date.  

Insertion Time 

Insertion time is the duration before the next order arrives. Insertion time randomly is 

generated according to the exponential distribution (probability density function) which is 

described by the following equation (Ross, 2009): 

  (4-2) 
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where ( );f x λ  is the probability density function which depends on x  and λ   

 x   is an absolutely continuous random variable 

 λ   is rate parameter 

The characteristic of the distribution is controlled by λ. The change in the value of λ will 

affect the distribution as shown in Figure 4- 4. For example, if the CDSA wants to introduce 

products to the job floor more often, the value of λ should be increased.  

 

Figure 4- 4 Probability density function (Ross, 2009) 

Due Date 

Due Date is generated randomly according to a uniform distribution. The due date 

generated for each product agent will be between the minimum and maximum value 

chosen. 
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

After several tests of the CPA, the results are as expected. CPA is able to plan and adjust the 

capacity of the system according to the real demand. A few examples from the output from 

the system will be illustrated. In the following example, the settings of the systems are as 

follows: 

In the Customer Demand Simulation Agent (CDSA), the product agents simulated are: 

Product X with λ of 0.025,  

Product Y with λ of 0.03 

Product Z with λ of 0.03 

The due dates of the above products are uniformly distributed from 2I ×  to 4I × where I  

represents the interval length. 

In Shop floor Assessment Agent (SAA), the settings are as follows: 

Simulation time window, L, is 150 seconds 

WIP norm is 200 

Interval length ( I ) is 1,200 seconds 

Resource availability ( A ) is 100% 

Figure 5- 1 plots the lateness of product agents that are introduced into the shop floor. The 

lateness of a product is calculated by equation (5-1). 

 lateness due date startt t t= −  (5-1) 

Figure 5- 2 is the plot of product flow time. The flow time of a product is the time it takes to 

process a product in the shop floor. The flow time is defined as indicated in equation (5-2). 

 flow finish startt t t= −  (5-2) 

Figure 5- 3 is a plot of Job pool waiting time. Job pool waiting time is the difference between 

the time an order of a product is generated and the time that product is introduced into the 

shop floor. In other words, job pool waiting time is the time a product has to wait in the job 
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pools before being introduced into the shop floor. The job pool waiting time is calculated by 

equation (5-3). 

 generated startJP waitingt t t= −  (5-3) 

 

 

Figure 5- 1 Lateness of product agents 

 

Figure 5- 2 Flow time of product agents 
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Figure 5- 3 Job pool waiting of product agent 

According to the results in the figures above, the test results of the system are satisfactory. 

Therefore, the implementation of CPA is considered successful. The analysis of the results 

obtained from the system is; however, beyond the scope of this thesis. The supervisor of 

this thesis, Akillioglu, will further analyze the output from the system. 
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6. CONCLUSION 

The implementation of Capacity Planning Agent (CPA) was completed. The implementation 

was carefully coded and thoroughly tested. A series of tests on different system 

configurations have been done confirming the validity of the implementation to some 

extent. To simulate real world demand from customers, the Customer Demand Simulation 

Agent (CDSA) was also implemented. A number of simulations from CDSA are fed to the 

system providing some interesting results. The result extracted from the system is, however, 

beyond the scope of this thesis. 
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